DNA Support Group Newsletter # 40
Hello there DiNAs,
Our October DNA Support group meeting was held using Zoom on Monday 26th October.

Below is an outline of the topics we covered.
Last Meeting’s Topics





Our Facebook Page;
Ancestry’s timber algorithm;
Looking at GEDmatch Tier 1 tools;
Date of November 2020 Meeting.

Our group has a closed (private) Facebook presence so it can only be accessed by us.
We find it the easiest way of offering items from the DNA world to each other. One of
the great benefits is that anyone in the group can post articles of interest or ask or
answer questions.
If you are on Facebook and wish to join us, then simply make a request on the home
page. It is a private place to ask questions as well as to read about the latest happenings
in DNA genealogy. This newsletter will start as usual by discussing items from our
Facebook page and include some links you may find useful.
LegacyTree.com provided us with an article titled: Shocking Ethnicity Estimate
Leads to Life-Altering Discovery.



Again one from LegacyTree – a webinar Advanced DNA Techniques: Deductive
Chromosome Mapping. Unfortunately, this webinar is now behind a paywall, but
if you have a subscription you can view it here.
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Our Facebook Page: From September 28th
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A free and interesting list of monthly happenings is DNA & Genealogy eNews
from Louise Coakley (Genie1). In it she offers “DNA news and updates from the
last couple of weeks”



Pauline Every submitted an article from YouTube called Why Women are Stripey
or what women and calico cats have in common.



For the last two months we have discussed GEDmatch at our Zoom meetings and
so a SmithPlanet article called Genetic Genealogy using GEDmatch is a must read.

Written by Jared Smith and touted as “An Absolute Beginners Guide” it gently
guides us through various GEDmatch topics including how to use their tools.


Still available on line is an hour-long Blaine Bettinger interview with Brian Sheffey
and Donya Williams of Genealogy Adventures. The discussion covers topics such
as research using genetic genealogy, false positive matches and the recent
changes Ancestry made to its DNA matching threshold.



Finally a couple of good news stories from MyHeritage and the USA’s ABCNews

Ancestry’s Timber Algorithm
According to Ancestry:
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At AncestryDNA, we use an algorithm called Timber as a filtering
step. Its basic idea is that if two people appear to have identical
DNA at a particular place in the genome, but they also appear to
have identical DNA with thousands of other people at that
particular place, then the shared DNA between the two people
was probably inherited from more distant ancestor(s).“
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“If two people have identical DNA, it doesn't necessarily mean
that they inherited it from a recent shared ancestor. Pieces of
DNA could be identical between two people because they are of
the same ethnicity or population – meaning that they share DNA
that they inherited from a distant ancestor.
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In essence, timber is trying to identify the difference between Identical by State (IBS)
and Identical by Descent (IBD). So what’s the difference between IBS and IBD?
Identical by State means that our match could be shown to be a
coincidence and not a true genetic match at all. Often small
segments (also known as pile-ups) are shared by many people due to
their location. As an example, if hundreds of years ago your ancestors
lived in a particular area that suffered from a disease such as the
plague, those who developed a genetic resistance and survived would
quite likely match on a specific chromosome segment (or segments)
which would in turn be passed on to their offspring. It doesn’t mean that because they
share these segments they necessarily share a common ancestor or two – or at least not
within a genealogically recognised time frame.
Identical by Descent recognises that larger segments – usually
above 45 cM – probably indicate a true genetic match.
So what Ancestry does is to strip away IBS matches by
chopping down all the DNA segments that don’t help you find
a common ancestor with your DNA match. Timber adjusts for
population-level segments. Any match that is greater than 90cM is NOT affected by
timber, but now Ancestry lets us see more information on our smaller matches that to
some might look to be confusing.
Below 90 cM cut-off
In the following real-life example, the full amount of unweighted shared DNA was 89cM
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So what difference could it make to
our relationships? Sometimes the
reduction in cM could push the range
back another generation or even two.
According to the Shared Match
Project, at 69 cM most of our
relationships are around 3rd cousins.
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which fell below the 90 cM cut-off threshold. As you can see the timber algorithm has
reduced the total amount by 20 cM because it estimates that this is the amount of IBS.
Ancestry has also informed us that we match each other over a total of 6 segments and
that the largest of these segments is a reasonable-sized 21 cM. Ancestry still doesn’t tell
us which chromosome(s) the 6 segments fall on, or where on the chromosome(s) they
reside.
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If you look at the original or unweighted amount of 89 cM this figure changes to being
mainly 2nd cousins. By using
their algorithm on this size
match, timber has in effect
forced us to regard 2xg
grandparents as the most
recent common ancestors.

Above 90cM cut-off
This example looks at one of
my matches that is above 90
cM. As you can see the
unweighted shared DNA is
unchanged. As with the
above example Ancestry
also informs me that we
share 5 segments and that the longest of those segments is 37 cM. These figures

suggest that our common ancestors are probably at great grandparent level.
GEDmatch Tier 1 Tools
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In the first of a 2-part series, I visited GEDmatch and looked at the free offerings for that
site. In this second part I spoke about the subscription GEDmatch Tier 1 tools. After
logging in to my GEDmatch account, I chose to join Tier 1 for one month for $US10. Tier
1 tools are purchased using PayPal and at the time the exchange rate equated to about
$AU15. A receipt and a message were sent to my email address.
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Below I have listed the various Tier 1 tools – most of these tools have videos or notes
that explain their function.
1. One-To-Many DNA Comparison (Beta)
 Tier 1 One To Many Comparison extra tools
1. One-To-Many DNA Comparison
 How to use One To Many Comparison (Free Tools)

5. Triangulation
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3. Segment Search
 This utility allows you to find other kits with matching chromosome
segments. A video is available here.
4. Phasing
 If you have one of your parent’s kits on GEDmatch, this tool lets you
generate phased data files – telling us which matches are paternal and
which are maternal. As I was unable to test my parents, I cannot use
this tool. Roberta Estes has a blog post that describes how to Create a
Phased Parental Kit at GEDmatch.
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2. Q-Matching One-To-One
 Q is a statistical term that I won’t be going into detail about, except to
say that a Q-value is a statistical p-value that has been adjusted for the
False Discovery Rate (FDR). The False Discovery Rate is the proportion
of false positives you can expect to get from a test.
 In September 2018 GEDmatch introduced its “Q-matching” one-to-one
comparison tool to help reduce the number of false positives that one
gets in the Genesis Project. You can find out more about Q-matching
here.
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This utility finds people who match you with your top close matches as
shown in the one-to-many results and below the upper threshold limit
that you specify. It then compares those matches against each other.
Results can be sorted by chromosome and position, or by kit number,
chromosome and position and then displayed in tabular and graphical
format for each matching segment larger than 7 cM.
Andy Lee has a video called How to Triangulate Your DNA Matches
Using GEDmatch - A Segment of DNA.

6. Multiple Kit Analysis (MKA)
 Is the GEDmatch Multiple Kit Analysis confusing? Andy Lee has made a
video discussing Chromosome and Segment analysis and how it saves
time and improves your genetic genealogy research. Discover why
Andy says this tool is worth the $10 a month.
7. Lazarus
 The Lazarus program generates 'pseudo-DNA kits' based on segments
in common with your matches. These 'pseudo-DNA kits' can then be
used as a surrogate for a common ancestor in other tests on this site.
 And once again, Andy Lee provides us with a video: The Lazarus Tool:
How to Bring DNA Back from the Dead.
8. My Evil Twin
 This is a tool that lets us know which segments of our DNA were not
passed down from our parents. It still represents DNA from the child's
ancestors, but the child did not inherit that DNA. To generate this you
will need a kit for at least one parent. Watch Andy Lee’s video here.
9. Combine multiple kits into 1 superkit
 If you have tested at multiple companies, you can combine these kits
into one Superkit to improve your GEDmatch results.
 How to Create a DNA Superkit for DNA Test Results - A Segment of DNA
10. Clusters, Single Kit input, Basic Version
 Clustering is a method of looking at how we are related to several
matches and how they are related to each other.
 You guessed it, another Andy Lee video: GEDmatch Tutorial: Cluster
Your DNA Matches with Genesis
11. Find common ancestors (MRCA) from DNA matches
 If you have a tree on GEDmatch then this utility searches the closest
DNA matches with GEDCOM trees and compares the GEDCOM tree's
one-by-one with the primary kit GEDCOM tree. The video can be
located here.
 This tool doesn’t work for me. Maybe it’s because my tree is not from
the USA that I have yet to get a match with other’s trees.
Louise Coakley’s Genie1 blog Tips for Using GEDmatch
And a more in-depth blog from Genealogical Musings titled Finally! A Gedmatch
Admixture Guide!
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Other resources about GEDmatch include:
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A recent Genomelink blog by Tomohiro Takano called: How To Use GEDmatch?
Is it safe: Beginner’s Guide.
How to use GEDmatch – The Complete Tutorial to Finding Relatives by Nikki
Teran
Wikipedia: GEDmatch
FamilyTree on-line magazine – DNA Q&A: GEDmatch by Diahan Southard.

And Finally:
Don’t forget, if you find something of interest then let the rest of us know too, either by
sending me an email, bringing it up at the next meeting or posting it onto our Facebook
page. If you want us to discuss a particular DNA subject let me know and we can chat
about it at one of our future meetings.
Next Meeting: Monday 23rd November from 1pm – 3pm on Zoom. See you there.
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Stay safe.

